Transforming the TGFbeta pathway: convergence of distinct lead generation strategies on a novel kinase pharmacophore for TbetaRI (ALK5).
The pathological activation of the transforming growth factor beta (TGFbeta) pathway plays a critical role in the progression of fibrotic diseases and also enhances tumor invasiveness and metastasis. Due to its central role in TGFbeta signaling, the TGFbeta type I receptor (TbetaRI) is emerging as an exciting target for blockade of the TGFbeta pathway. In this review we will discuss how three independent drug discovery strategies, ie, target-hopping, high-throughput screening and virtual screening, have converged in the identification of inhibitors of TalphaRI kinase. Structural studies have provided insight into the potency and selectivity of these inhibitors and form the basis for structure-based design optimization strategies. These efforts have enabled the production of potent, selective inhibitors for dissecting the TGFalpha pathway and assessing the usefulness of TalphaRI blockade in the treatment of fibrotic diseases and cancer.